SOCIALIZE THE EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISE

The FoxMIS community platform enables social education – a concept that integrates learning, teaching, professional development, placement, administration, and socialization by applying social media and Web 2.0 concepts. Every member of the community – student, faculty, and staff – is a socially connected content generator and manager.

SOCIAL ARCHITECTURE

- Students author blogs to manage their digital identity using an e-portfolio.
- Faculty and staff author course and research blogs.
- Courses are organized to encourage interaction within and across the curriculum.
- Content is RSS-enabled, aggregated, and shared inside and outside the community.
- A social hub, in which the community can see and comment on every activity.
- All members have a profile and an activity stream to provide updates on interests and achievements.

TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE

- WordPress with BuddyPress.
- Custom themes and functions for e-portfolios and courses.
- Custom FoxMIS plugins (e.g., Gradebook, e-portfolio).